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and teaching excellence, as determined by the department or preferably the
College as a whole. (See section 2, items A3 and A4 for minimum qualifications
for initial appointment at Associate Professor and Professor ranks.)

1.4. In addition, there must be a record of service to the University and the larger
community. Departments expect tenure-track faculty to engage in committee
work and extension service.

2. Implicit in the evaluation of tenure-track faculty at lower ranks is the promise the
faculty member holds for further scholarly and professional development.

3. Given the range and type of journals, the quality (academic worth) of the faculty’s
publication or creative work must at all times be judged by tenured peers.

4. In general, units that offer only graduate programs must have more rigorous
requirements than purely undergraduate units.

Table 1. Standards for Evaluation of Tenure-Track Faculty

Performance Desired Quality and Attributes Sources of Evidence

Teaching � Knowledge of subject matter

� Contribution to intellectual

development of students through

such means as course syllabus and

material, interaction with students in

and outside the classroom, advising,

availability to students

� Sustained commitment to classroom

instruction

� Capacity (where applicable) to direct

graduate work or senior

undergraduate work, directed studies

or reading seminars, internships, field

work or other courses

� Ability to communicate effectively to

students

� Student evaluation: teacher’s ability

to communicate, openness to

dialogue, fairness, organization,

personal qualities in the classroom

(e.g., a popular teacher is not

necessarily a good teacher;

unreasonableness is not a mark of

intelligence), attendance,

punctuality, availability for

consultation

� Peer evaluation: course syllabus and

content, instructional materials,

teaching

� Teaching portfolio: course syllabus

and material, exam questions,

exercises, instructional materials

(including textbook, lab manual

authored by faculty member, if any)

� Overall class performance (e.g.,

inordinately high failure rate must be

explicable)

� Submission of grades on time

� Teaching-related grants

� Teaching excellence awards
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